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This paper provides recommendations to appropriate US Navy offices on the drafting of US Navy “capstone” documents.

It is part of a larger study of the drafting and influence of all US Navy capstone documents since 1970.

The larger study has been published in slide format as Peter M. Swartz with Karin Duggan, *U.S. Navy Capstone Strategies & Concepts (1970-2009)* (CNA MISC D0019819.A1/Final February 2009). Current plans are to update that document as required, and to publish supporting documents, in annotated briefing format, to address important facets of the data and issues it analyzes.

This paper is the first of those supporting documents. It provides a detailed set of recommendations intended to be useful to Navy decision-makers and staff officers charged with developing the current and next generations of US Navy capstone documents.

Capstone documents are those documents – typically signed by the Chief of Naval Operations – that seek to explain and guide the Navy. They have come in many guises – strategies, visions, concepts, doctrines, policies, etc. – and under many names. The larger study discusses in some detail the differences and similarities of all these types of capstone documents, as well as the context and development processes of each of them.

This paper does not address those issues in any detail, but, rather, “cuts to the chase” – focusing on recommendations of immediate use to Navy staff officers.
This paper – and the larger study from which it is derived – has several goals, laid out above.

All of them relate to the overarching goal of helping the Navy better articulate its overarching concepts, strategies, policies, etc. today and in the future.

The effort began with an exhaustive study of past practices – a study that forms the vast bulk of the material in *U.S. Navy Capstone Strategies & Concepts (1970-2009)*.

Despite the large amount of data and analysis that this study of the past has yielded, however, it was not conducted primarily to illuminate past history (although it has done so, seminally).

Rather, the data-gathering and analysis of the past was designed principally to yield useful insights for the present and future.

Thus this paper – focusing solely on those insights – is the first to be derived from the larger study, despite its basis in conclusions arrived at the very end of our data-gathering and analysis.
The study is about the Navy’s “declaratory” strategy: What it says to itself and the world about what it should do and does, and where it is heading.

The Navy – and any the Nation’s large military institutions – has many other types of strategies (and policies, visions, etc.). Ideally, they all are aligned with – and indeed derive from – its declaratory strategy.

This paper – and the larger study from which it is derived – does not purport to address in any great detail the development of these other types of strategy in anywhere near the same detail as its addressal of the Navy’s declaratory strategy.

It must, however, point out to the reader the existence of these various types of strategies, and the importance of ensuring their alignment, especially if the Navy’s declaratory policy is to carry any weight.

To announce, for example, that it is Navy policy to focus on power projection operations, while the Navy is in fact procuring primarily sea control capabilities, would be dysfunctional.

Likewise, to declare a Navy focus on maritime security and humanitarian assistance operations, while providing little training in those areas, would risk discrediting the capstone document in which the declaration was made – and therefore the Navy as a whole.
Ideally too, declaratory strategy leads and guides all the other types of strategy. War college texts and lectures are replete with exhortations to this effect, as are formal descriptions of the Navy’s Planning, Programming, Budgeting and Execution (PPBE) processes.

That is not, however, what the environment actually feels like to a Navy staff officer charged with the development and promulgation of a declaratory strategy document. That officer is more likely to be influenced – and even constrained – by the immense pressures generated by concomitant on-going fleet operations, Combatant Commander current operational and contingency plans, and Navy program and budget developments.

All of them – in his/her world – co-exist with efforts to update, change or promulgate the Navy’s declaratory policy. They only sometimes appear to follow, much less derive from – his/her strategizing efforts.
Limits of this study

♦ Study cannot definitively ensure or predict future “success:” What will “work” & what won’t
♦ It also cannot definitively explain what “worked” in the past
   ♦ Valid measures of effectiveness (MOEs) difficult to identify, calculate & compare
   ♦ Every situation has important unique characteristics
   ♦ Few past efforts to measure “success” beyond anecdotes
   ♦ Past data on “success” missing, uneven &/or uncertain

Before beginning a discussion of what to do and how to do it, it is important to recognize the boundaries of this effort, and what this study can and cannot do.

Despite a very in-depth examination of Navy experience in developing and trying to implement past capstone documents, we were not able to derive any definitive checklist of does and don’ts that would ensure success in the future.

“Success” itself proved to be an elusive concept, with some documents purportedly designed to accomplish one set of goals, others designed to accomplish another set, and some with no announced goals at all.

Likewise, few if any of these documents came with their own processes for measuring their effectiveness, and even fewer actually had those measures implemented. Information gathered after the fact – despite an intensive effort – yielded little in the way of comparable, measurable data sets that could be rigorously analyzed, compared and contrasted, to come up with iron-clad rules that would guarantee “success” in the future.

That said, however, the data did yield a wide range of insights that will be of direct utility to current and future Navy planners, strategists and policy-makers. These insights are the subject of this paper.
This study is hardly the first to encounter difficulties in coming up with a clear definition of “success,” or an analytically rigorous set of “measures of effectiveness, or a definitive list of does and don’ts. Leading analysts in the field have had the same experience.

The citation above from one of the leading texts on military strategy eloquently restates our premise and approach. In particular, the authors’ finding regarding “questions they should ask” is significant, as it is the same finding this study had reached, prior to our examination of the cited text.

Of interest, The Making of Strategy had its origins at the Naval War College in the late 1980s, as part of the generally increased US Navy interest – and competence – in crafting capstone documents generated by the Navy’s publication of successive editions of The Maritime Strategy.
This paper – like the larger study – is about the U.S. Navy and its capstone strategies and documents.

The Navy is not, of course, a completely independent entity. As one of the great institutions of the United States government, it is well integrated into joint, inter-agency, and international policies, processes, activities and operations. It is difficult if not impossible to discuss the Navy in complete isolation from its sister services, joint command and planning systems, and allied and friendly navies, and this paper does not do so. Neither does it, however, seek to give “equal time” to all of these other entities. Studies of the capstone documents of the nation, the Defense Department, the other services, and certain foreign defense agencies and services certainly do exist. Many of them were consulted in the process of conducting this study. They are not, however, the subject of this research.

Also, neither this paper nor the larger study provide the actual texts of the capstone documents that were analyzed. These have been bound together under a separate project – a collaboration between CNA and the Naval War College. The complete text of each Navy capstone document published from 1970 to 2000 (plus some explanatory remarks derived primarily from the larger CNA study) can be found in three volumes in the Naval War College Press’s “Newport Papers” (NP) series, each edited by Dr. John Hattendorf: U.S. Naval Strategy in the 1970s (NP #30, 2007); U.S. Naval Strategy in the 1980s (co-edited with Peter M. Swartz) (NP #3, 2008); and U.S. Naval Strategies in the 1990s (NP #27, 2006). Volumes containing Navy capstone documents of the 1950s and 60s, and 2001-10, are forthcoming.
Another feature of this paper – and of the larger study – necessary to mention is its focus on the strategic level of policy and war. Naval second-and third-echelon and theater-level operations and naval tactics are vitally important to the purpose and capabilities of the US Navy, and various official and unofficial documents address them, e.g.: Fleet Forces Command, Navy Warfare Development Command, Navy Component Commander, and Navy numbered fleet documents; and CAPT Wayne Hughes USN (Ret)’s Naval Institute Press books *Fleet Tactics: Theory and Practice* (1986) and *Fleet Tactics and Coastal Combat* (2nd ed.) (2000).

This study does not purport to analyze and draw conclusions on these and similar documents.

In fact, most US naval officers reading this paper and the larger study can be expected to be very tactically proficient and operationally experienced. It is the nature of service in the United States Navy. What many will not have had experience in, however, is thinking about the role of the Navy at the strategic level of war. This study is precisely designed to help fill that gap in experience.
The study – and this paper – have their immediate origins in the ferment within the US Navy in the middle of the first decade of the twenty-first century occasioned by Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (N3/N5) Vice Admiral John Morgan’s drive to develop a “new maritime strategy” for the Navy.

In 2005, Admiral Morgan was developing a construct known as the “3/1 strategy,” and he commissioned a number of supporting brainstorming and related efforts at CNA, the Naval War College, The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, and other venues. One of those other venues was the Lockheed Martin Corporation’s advanced concepts group, including Captain R. Robinson Harris, U.S. Navy (Retired). Lockheed Martin convened a workshop in 2005, and a CNA analyst was invited to make a presentation on the Navy’s past experience in developing capstone documents. The presentation was very well-received, and Admiral Morgan asked CNA to continue its research and analyses in this area. Several interim studies and briefing were produced, briefed, and disseminated over the next few years, in both hard copy and electronic format. The first formal publication was *U.S. Navy Capstone Strategies & Concepts (1970-2009)*

Meanwhile, Admiral Morgan’s efforts bore fruit when Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Michael Mullen formally tasked him in 2006 with the development of a “new maritime strategy.” At the end of a very elaborate fleet-wide development process – of which the CNA efforts formed a part – *A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower* was signed out in 2007.
The analytic approach taken in this study was fairly basic, and conformed to normal CNA approaches and procedures. It essentially consisted of five parts, shown above.
The methodology used in carrying out the approach was equally straightforward. The data-gathering effort was particularly protracted and multi-faceted, given the widely scattered location of many of the needed documentary materials, the lack of much documentary evidence, the need to declassify some documents, the requirement to continually cross-check the often-shaky but crucially important memories of participants in previous Navy capstone document development, and the necessity to present CNA’s findings in a way that would be credible and useful to the Navy.
Having introduced this paper and its subject, and having briefly reviewed the larger study from which it is derived, we will now analyze some relevant aspects of the capstone documents published by the U.S. Navy over the past 40 or so years.

As with the rest of the paper, this section is also drawn from the larger study -- *U.S. Navy Capstone Strategies & Concepts (1970-2009)* -- and elaborates on several of its findings.
As this study progressed, it became evident that very little had ever been written on this subject, and nothing in the way of a comprehensive narrative or analysis.

It also became evident that the study would not be able to identify guaranteed “keys to success” (for reasons summarized earlier, and elaborated on in *U.S. Navy Capstone Strategies & Concepts (1970-2009)*, MISC D0019819.A1/Final, February 2009).

Consequently, the study questions were modified as outlined above, in consultation with the study’s Navy sponsor – the Director of OPNAV’s Strategy and Policy Division (N5SP, later N51).

The answer to the first set of questions is the subject of this paper.

The answer to the second main question forms the bulk of the material in *U.S. Navy Capstone Strategies & Concepts (1970-2009)*.
What are “capstone documents?”

♦ Criteria
  ♦ General, over-arching “Washington-level” documents
  ♦ Convey fundamental beliefs about the application of US naval power
  ♦ Intended to inform USN subordinate commands & documents
    ♦ “Ref A”
  ♦ CNO involvement, visibility, signature
    ♦ A couple of exceptions

♦ Self-descriptions are of little help
  ♦ “Strategies,” “concepts,” “visions,” “strategic plans,” etc.
  ♦ Few formal definitions
  ♦ Even formal definitions change over time

Our definition of “capstone documents” is somewhat elastic. Their fundamental features are as outlined above. They were principally identified through an extensive series of workshops, interviews and correspondence involving key Navy veterans with experience stretching back as far as the 1960s, and among whom a consensus was achieved as to which documents belong on the list.

The U.S. Navy prides itself on its “can do,” ad hoc, operational and flexible mentality. It is routine for U.S. Navy officers to decry staff work and to hold in contempt doing things “by the book.” This is not necessarily the case in some other U.S. services or institutions or in some foreign navies.

As a result, the Navy has never developed over the past 40 years a formal corpus of capstone documents enshrined as “doctrine,” along the lines of the US Army, the U.S. joint system, or even the U.S. Marine Corps. The development of U.S. Army thinking on its purpose and its operational concepts is easily traceable, for example, through study of successive editions of appropriate and authoritative Army capstone Field Manuals, especially FM 3-0 Operations.

Not so in the U.S. Navy. The Navy had a Naval Warfare Publication (NWP) series on naval warfare in the 1950s and 1960s, signed out by a rear admiral, that was all but ignored. Chief of Naval Operations Admiral James Holloway penned his own NWP on Navy strategic concepts in the 1970s. It was never updated. CNO Admiral Frank Kelso signed out a Naval Doctrine Pub (NDP) on naval warfare in 1994. It too has never been updated, as of 2009. Meanwhile, the Navy has published a steady stream of variously-styled capstone documents.
This is the list of those capstone documents, beginning with CNO Admiral Elmo Zumwalt’s *Project SIXTY* in 1970 and concluding with Admiral Gary Roughead’s 2007 *A Cooperative Strategy for the 21st Century*; his 2007 *Navy Strategic Plan In Support Of POM 10 (Change 1)*; and four other documents in various stages of development as of March 2009.

All, except Vice Admiral Stansfield Turner’s 1974 *Missions of the Navy* and the 1978 study *Sea Plan 2000*, were signed out by Chiefs of Naval Operations.

U.S. Marine Corps and Coast Guard officers were heavily involved in the drafting of many of these documents, notably the classified *Maritime Strategy* documents of the 1980s and many documents of the 1990s and 2000s. Since 1990, many have been co-signed by successive Commandants of the Marine Corps and, since 2007, by the Commandant of the Coast Guard. Some – especially in the 1990s – were co-signed by successive Secretaries of the Navy.

Some – like *Project SIXTY*, *From the Sea*, and the 1997 *Navy Operational Concept* – sought to move the Navy in new directions. Others – like *NWP 1* and *The Maritime Strategy* – sought to codify existing Navy thinking in one coherent and compelling argument. Some were influential; others were little known.

This brief paper cannot explore the context, development history, content or influence of each of these documents in any detail. For that data and analysis – which formed the basis for the recommendations in this paper – see *U.S. Navy Capstone Strategies & Concepts (1970-2009)*.
Terminology: USN capstone documents

♦ At least 25+ “capstone” strategy & concepts documents since 1970
  ♦ Some explicitly said they were “strategy” or “strategic”
    ♦ E.g.: The Maritime Strategy, Navy Strategic Plan
  ♦ Some explicitly said they were “visions” or “concepts”
  ♦ Others said they were something else, but contained important elements of strategy or vision
    ♦ E.g.: “Navy Policy Book, Fleet Response Plan”
  ♦ Most—even those labeled “strategy”—have occasioned debates as to whether or not they really were “strategies”

The modern U.S. Navy – unlike the modern U.S. Army – has been fairly slipshod in its view of terminological consistency and exactitude. The Navy participates in the endless revisions to Joint Pub 1-02, the Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, and has its own, recently updated, NTRP 1-02 Naval Supplement to the DOD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (2006). Few in the U.S. Navy consult the former, however, or even know about the existence of the latter.

Decision-makers tasking new Navy capstone documents attach whatever terms sound right to them at the time, and in keeping with their intent, as they personally understand those terms. An analyst trying to determine from a close reading of the documents themselves the difference between a “plan,” a “strategy,” a “policy,” a “vision” or a “concept” soon finds himself mired in a fruitless pursuit through terminological morasses. The Maritime Strategy of the 1980s and A Cooperative Strategy of the 21st Century both call themselves “strategies,” but otherwise bear little resemblance to each other. Differences between the content of a Navy Operational Concept, a Naval Operating Concept and a Naval Operations Concept can defy careful scrutiny, although the terminology for the title in each case was chosen with great care and sensitivity to contemporary definitional hair-splitting, especially on the part of the joint community.

On these and other terminological issues, it would appear that U.S. Navy officer’s would apply Rhett Butler’s famous dictum in Gone with the Wind: “Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a damn.”
What they said they were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Assessment &amp; direction”</th>
<th>“Visions”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project SIXTY (1970)</td>
<td>From the Sea (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Missions”</td>
<td>Anytime, Anywhere (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Strategic concepts”</td>
<td>Naval Power 21 (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWP 1 (1978)</td>
<td>“Doctrine”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foward...From the Sea (1994)</td>
<td>NDP 1 (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Fundamental principles”</td>
<td>Naval Operating Concept for Joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century</td>
<td>“Strategic (planning) guidance/plan”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Policy”</td>
<td>Navy Strategic Plan ISO POM 10 (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Navy Policy Book (1992)</td>
<td>Navy Strategic Plan ISO POM 10 (CH1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“White Papers”</td>
<td>(2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...From the Sea (1992)</td>
<td>(2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navy Strategic Plan ISO POM 12 (2009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This listing illustrates the point.

What accounts for this terminological morass in the Navy? Why are each of these documents different? Three explanations have emerged from our analysis:

- Different eras and different problems have required different kinds of documents
- Different Chiefs of Naval Operations and their subordinates have felt different needs and had different goals
- Different terms seem to go in and out of current fashion
- The US Navy is generally indifferent to nomenclature issues, in any event

What can make this issue important is that it is difficult to determine the “success” of, say, a “strategy” or a “concept,” if it is unclear – as it usually is – whether the document really is what it purports to be, and how any such “success” would be measured.

For a further discussion of the Navy’s approach to terminology, in comparison to its sister services, especially as it relates to concepts, see Barry Messina, Dan Whiteneck, and Nancy Nugent, *NWDC Phase 2 Study Results* (CNA CAB D0017036.A1/Final, October 2007).
The reader will have noticed by now that the U.S. Navy has had – to be blunt – an awful lot of capstone documents. And that the trend seems to be increasing rather than decreasing.

Why is that?

Our analysis has yielded three sometimes inter-related explanations:

- World conditions change
- National policies & strategies change
- Personalities change

The following few pages will provide more detail on each of these categories.

This is not a new phenomenon for the U.S. Navy: Edward S. Miller, in his seminal work on U.S. Navy strategic planning, War Plan Orange, documented some 27 versions of the plan over a period of 36 years, before World War II.

Nor is it a phenomenon true only of the U.S. Navy. The cartoon above is, of course, a critique of such practices in the U.S. private sector.
Why so many documents? (II)

♦ Conditions change
  ♦ Ending of the Vietnam War
  ♦ Iran Revolution & Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
  ♦ Gorbachev regime in USSR
  ♦ End of the Cold War
  ♦ Tiananmen Square incident
  ♦ Desert Storm victory
  ♦ Taiwan Straits crisis
  ♦ USS *Cole* (DDG-67) terrorist attack
  ♦ Al Qaeda attacks on America
  ♦ Extension of the wars in Afghanistan & Iraq
  ♦ Economic conditions change

Clearly, the world has changed a great deal – and often – since 1970, when Richard M. Nixon was President of the United States and Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt, Jr. was Chief of Naval Operations. The listing above captures only some of the most salient change-triggering events that occurred over the past four decades.

Changing world conditions often necessitated changes in U.S. government and U.S. Navy thinking as to the Navy’s roles and functions. The change in Egyptian allegiance from the Soviet Union to the United States, the ending of the Vietnam War, the fall of close ally the Shah of Iran, and, of course, the end of the cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union all drove significant changes in U.S. Navy strategy and policy. So too did the terrorist attacks on the USS *Cole*, the World Trade Center, and the Pentagon within the past decade.

Thus it is not surprising that the Navy was often driven to revise its thinking, in order to continue to be relevant to the national security of the Nation.
Likewise – and in part reflecting the many changes in the world over the past four decades – U.S. government national security policy also changed.

The nature of the American system of government ensures two or three changes of presidential administration each decade. New administrations develop new policies, which the Navy must implement. The National Security Council system grinds out streams of formal classified and unclassified presidential national security directives (albeit changing their name with each change of administration). The annual workings of the Defense Department’s planning, programming, budgeting and execution system – and its joint strategic planning system – yield an evolving series of policy documents, mostly classified, as do the biennial reviews of the joint Unified Command Plan (UCP).

Moreover, since the 1980s, and largely mandated by the U.S. Congress, a torrent of unclassified U.S. government strategy documents has been released by the White House and the Pentagon: *The National Security Strategy, The National Defense Strategy, The National Military Strategy*, and others. During the George W. Bush administration, these were complemented and supplemented by a host of more specialized unclassified directives, such as *The National Strategy for Maritime Security* and *The National Strategy for Combating Terrorism*.

Successive naval leaders have had to take all of these documents – and the policy changes they reflected – into account, which has often led them to revise the Navy’s own capstone documents.
Overlaid on these changes in the world situation and national policy have been changes in personalities, especially within OPNAV, the staff of the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO). Thoughtful and powerful civilian officials have come and gone, refocusing the Navy’s priorities and institutions. Examples that come to mind are Secretary of Defense Harold Brown and Donald Rumsfeld, and Secretaries of the Navy John Lehman and Sean O’Keefe.

Most important has been the role of successive CNOs. Almost every CNO from Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt, Jr. on has felt a strong need to promulgate his views on what the Navy is about and where it was heading. Even the one possible exception to this rule – Admiral Jay Johnson – actually proves it: Admiral Johnson (CNO from 1996 to 2000) felt strongly that the Navy not crow about its policies and strategy publicly, shining as he felt the service was at the time under the harsh light of extremely negative press scrutiny following a blizzard of bad publicity.

CNOs are not alone in OPNAV. Not only is there an entire OPNAV staff directorate focused on strategy, plans and policy, but there are numerous special assistants who often are given policy mandates. These staff offices normally include a healthy share of thoughtful and aggressive staff officers eager to put their imprint on Navy policy and strategy. Whether or not a CNO might want a new capstone document at any point in time, there are certainly always OPNAV staff officers submitting unrequested draft documents to him anyway.
This complex graphic seeks to capture and summarize the phenomenon just discussed. Its complexity is not deliberate; it simply reflects the policy reality within which the Navy operates at the seat of government in Washington.

The successive Chiefs of Naval Operations listed have had to take into account all the personalities and policy documents noted – and more – in crafting their own capstone policy documents for the Navy. The result has been a steady stream of documents, reflecting the steady streams of policy influences at work on the Navy from higher authority.

Detailed data and analysis of all the influences impinging on each of the Navy’s CNOs and their capstone documents is contained in *U.S. Navy Capstone Strategies & Concepts (1970-2009)*. Also included in that larger study are similar graphics to the one above, each focusing only on one particular decade (and easier to read).
Why does the Navy publish capstone documents anyway? This is a good question, and its answer was best formulated over 50 years ago by one of the past century’s leading social scientists, Samuel P. Huntington. At the time a young academic at Harvard University, Dr. Huntington formulated a rationale for such documents that has stood the test of time. Extensive research in the field has yielded no better argument.

Huntington was writing only five years after the so-called “Revolt of the Admirals” in 1949. That event was a searing one for the U.S. Navy, and the culminating point of a 4-year era in which the Navy found itself often at a loss to explain its roles and functions in the post-World War II world. In a very real sense, that period was not only the basis for Huntington’s thinking, but also for all U.S. Navy capstone documents ever since. (For more on the period and the Navy’s search for a postwar identity, see Jeffrey Barlow, Revolt of the Admirals: The Fight for Naval Aviation (Washington DC: Naval Historical Center, 1994).

Huntington’s thesis in the article was multi-faceted, and also introduced the idea of a U.S. Navy that had evolved through a progression of discrete eras since its founding in the eighteenth century. Current American naval analysts – notably Colonel Robert Work USMC (Ret) at the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments (CSBA) have built on Huntington’s construct to good effect (see especially Andrew Krepinevich and Robert Work, A New Global Defense Doctrine for the Second Transoceanic Era, CSBA 2007).
Why strategies, concepts & visions? (II)

♦ “The fundamental element of a military service is its purpose or role in implementing national policy. The statement of this role may be called the strategic concept of the service.”

♦ “If a military service does not possess such a concept, it becomes purposeless, it wallows about amid a variety of conflicting and confusing goals, and ultimately it suffers both physical and moral degradation.”

Huntington (1954)

The passages above are at the heart of Huntington’s 1954 thesis. Huntington went on to say:

“If a service does not possess a well-defined strategic concept, the public and the political leaders will be confused as to the role of the service, uncertain as to the necessity of its existence, and apathetic or hostile to the claims made by the service upon the resource of society.”

A military service capable of meeting one threat to the national security loses its reason for existence when that threat weakens or disappears. If the service is to continue to exist, it must develop a new strategic concept related to some other security threat.”

He further noted that such a strategic concept had two principal audiences:

• The public and the political leaders
• The military service itself

It is difficult to improve on the clarity of Dr. Huntington’s insight and prescription. That said, it should be noted that his article is no more consistent in its use of terminology than most Navy documents are today: “Strategic concept,” “doctrine,” “theory,” “role,” and “function” seem to be used interchangeably.
The views of contemporary MIT political scientist and noted defense analyst Barry Posen are also instructive. During the 2008 election year debates on the future of U.S. national security strategy, Posen postulated four functions for “grand strategy.” Applicable to “grand strategy,” they also track well with reasons that have been cited for creating modern Navy capstone documents, throughout their four-decade-long history.

Dr. Posen, incidentally, is no stranger to naval policy and strategy issues, nor to U.S. Navy capstone documents: As a young academic, he had been one of the most cogent (and harshest) critics of The Maritime Strategy of the 1980s (see his “Inadvertent Nuclear War? Escalation and NATO’s Northern Flank,” in International Security, Fall 1982). More recently, he examined America’s use of sea power in his seminal “Command of the Commons: the Military Foundations of U.S. Hegemony” (in International Security, Summer 2003).
Why were/are they written?

♦ Three overarching rationales
  ♦ Explain need for the Navy
  ♦ Explain how the Navy meets that need
  ♦ Explain where Navy is heading

Our own examination of the Navy’s record in drafting more than two dozen capstone documents since 1970 has yielded three overarching rationales. They recurred repeatedly throughout the documentation we examined, the interviews with participants that we conducted, and the workshops and roundtables that we held with a wide variety of appropriate former and current naval officers and civilian naval analysts.

Navy leaders have often felt a requirement to explain why the Nation needs its Navy, as world conditions, national policies, and naval technology has changed and evolved, are promulgated.

They have also often felt required to explain just how the Navy goes about meeting the Nation’s needs: Its evolving roles and functions, in the face of changing challenges and threats.

Finally, they have often wanted to lay out their vision for the Navy of the future, setting the Navy on a particular course and explaining what that course might be.
In varying degrees, several other rationales also surfaced during our research. In addition to those listed above, they have included:

- Unify Navy elements in a common conceptual framework
- Break down internal Navy community & platform parochialism
- Maintain common ground with USMC and USCG
- Try to influence internal Navy force structure decisions
- Try to influence U.S. government policy debates & academia (sometimes)
- Demonstrate USN intellectual capability and/or positive responses to change
  - Avoid externally imposed changes
- Try to influence adversaries (sometimes)
- Respond to and/or gain advantage over concepts of other services (sometimes)
Potentially, capstone documents can “check all the boxes.” They can influence a wide range of audiences, at home and abroad, including not only the Navy’s governmental collaborators and allies, but also its bureaucratic rivals and planned adversaries.

Typically, however, capstone documents at best only check some of the boxes. The *Navy Operational Concept* (1997) aimed only to influence policies within the Navy. Others, like *A Cooperative Strategy for the 21st Century* (2007), sought to drive national policy as well, and to influence allies and possible adversaries.

The data on whether and how any of them has actually done this, however, is generally sparse and anecdotal. Few of the capstone documents – notably CNO Admiral Zumwalt’s *Project SIXTY* in 1970 – included a mechanism to track the accomplishment of their goals. Few also – notably *The Maritime Strategy* of the 1980s – spawned a large enough body of literature at home and abroad so that their effect could be judged through analysis of those writings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy &amp; Grand Strategy</th>
<th>Inside U.S. Navy</th>
<th>Inside U.S. government</th>
<th>Adversaries</th>
<th>Allies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment Strategy</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(OPS &amp; Training)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition Strategy</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morale, confidence, unity of effort</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Within the U.S. Navy itself, the DOTMLPF construct currently in vogue throughout the Department of Defense can perform a useful function in parsing the potential impact of the Navy’s capstone documents.

Capstone documents ideally inform all of these elements, ensuring consistency through the widespread distribution within the Navy of authoritative ideas and concepts.

Again, however, hard data that provides solid evidence of such impact can be hard to come by.
Secondary Consequences (I)

♦ Influence on other services
  ♦ USN routinely briefs to other service colleges

♦ Often strong influence on allied & coalition naval thinking
  ♦ Affects their support for USN
  ♦ Affects how they present themselves to their own parliaments, Ministries of Defense, etc.
  ♦ USN routinely briefs strategies & concepts at International Seapower Symposia, Navy talks, etc.

One important finding from our research and analysis is the importance that key non-U.S. Navy audiences place on the U.S. Navy’s capstone documents. Operationally-focused U.S. Navy officers on the waterfront (and those at desks in the Pentagon who refuse to accept their changed circumstances) might dismiss these documents as mere “Washington”-originated “PR.” They believe they possess enough knowledge as to “how the Navy really works” to ignore such formal statements of Navy goals and beliefs.

Beyond the U.S. Navy, however, are many important communities who do not possess such inside knowledge, but who crave it. Officers from the other U.S. armed services, and allied officers – especially allied naval officers – often rely inordinately on these documents to be able to discern U.S. Navy practices and intentions. This is especially true for communities – such as the U.S Army’s officer corps and certain foreign Navy establishments – which have strong traditions themselves of finding utility and authoritative guidance in their own capstone documents.

These communities routinely engage in joint and combined staff talks, conferences and other venues where U.S. Navy officers often brief and discuss the latest Navy capstone document. Whatever the U.S. Navy’s motives for scheduling these presentations, they are usually taken with the utmost seriousness by non-U.S. Navy participants, who often subsequently use them in formulating their own acquisition and employment policies and strategies.
Secondary Consequences (II)

♦ Influence on civilian national security specialists & academia
  ♦ Reflected in education of next generation of policy wonks (including USN officers in graduate education)

♦ Influence on contractors

♦ Influence on adversaries

Likewise, the Navy’s capstone documents can resonate in academia. Professors at service colleges and postgraduate schools – military and civilian – use these documents to explain the U.S. Navy to their students – including the future crop of civilian defense analysts and military leaders.

The 1994 edition of the U.S. Navy’s Naval Doctrine Publication 1 Naval Warfare, for example, was often unread in the wardrooms of its own service, and was never updated. Despite its being over a decade and a half out of date as of this writing, however, it is still referenced and used in war college curricula around the world as an example – indeed, as the example – of U.S. Navy thinking. What – believes the professoriat – could be more authoritative than a volume labeled Naval Doctrine Publication 1?

Defense contractors also rely on the Navy’s capstone documents to discern the service’s future intentions. A document like . . . From the Sea (1992) or A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower (2007) envisions significant changes in U.S. Navy priorities, refocusing American defense industry to fulfill the Navy’s perceived new needs.

Moreover, the Navy’s potential opponents overseas also read these documents, running their content through their own cultural and professional filters. Some U.S. Navy capstone documents, in fact, were deliberately written with a view toward influencing adversary perceptions. Many, however, were not, although they indeed may have such influence, inadvertently and with little feedback.
Impediments to overcome (I)

♦ Opposition on substantive grounds: “Wrong strategy” or “Wrong vision”
♦ Other influences drive force structure decisions beside USN strategies or visions
♦ Warfare/platform communities retain power
♦ Administration changes
♦ Next USN strategy/concept follows too soon
♦ Low relevance to actual fleet ops
♦ Navy leadership changes

Drafting – and subsequently defending – a U.S. Navy capstone document has seldom been easy. The Navy’s record over the past four decades provides numerous examples of opposition – both internal to the Navy and external – to such efforts. In addition to the listing of impediments above, impediments to drafting and promulgating Navy capstone documents and their substantive content include:

• Joint system opposed to “service strategies”
• Lack of U.S. Navy appreciation of the potential influence of these documents on others
• U.S. Navy officer focus often tactical vice strategic
• U.S. Navy “wariness of doctrine”
• Internal U.S. Navy “turf” issues
• Fear of debate and discussion
• Navy-Marine Corps issues
Impediment to overcome (II)

♦ “I felt that no office in the Navy Staff could effectively draft any sort of NOC – whether Navy or naval – because CNO’s Title 10 responsibilities always got in the way. In other words, every document produced by the Navy Staff had to support the Navy’s programming and budget message, which in effect meant justifying on-going programs. That had the effect of stifling conceptual innovation . . . “front end” innovation like developing the NOC should be at the Naval War College, not the Navy Staff.”

—CAPT (Ret) Joe Bouchard
OPNAV N513 (1995-7)
(Mar 2006 e-mail)

♦ But . . . USN views CNO & OPNAV as more authoritative than NAVWARCOL; & certainly more that NAVDOCCOM or NWDC

Most important is the inherent tension between the CNO’s responsibilities to develop and defend the Navy’s “program of record;” to move the Navy in new directions as that becomes necessary; and to foster the free exchange of ideas within the service that underpins success in these other two endeavors.

The CNO’s responsibilities to develop a coherent and defensible program and budget submissions to the Secretary of Defense, the President and the Congress are large and clear. Most of the OPNAV staff is engaged in supporting him in these tasks. While (in an ideal world) policy, concepts and strategy would drive programs and budgets, the activities of the Pentagon focus overwhelmingly on tending – and making incremental changes to – existing force structure. OPNAV drafters of capstone documents face enormous pressures to merely follow and justify existing forces and the current budget submission to the Congress, and often to focus on those forces that are most expensive and/or most in the news.

This is not a new phenomenon. As one officer noted in a 1970 internal memo:

“Practically the entire OPNAV organization is tuned, like a tuning fork, to the vibrations of the budgetary process… There is a vast preoccupation with budgetary matters at the expense of considering planning, or readiness or requirements, or operational characteristics or any of the other elements contributing to the ability of the Fleets to fight.”
Thus far this paper has introduced the topic at hand and provided some key facts and analyses regarding the U.S. Navy’s record in drafting and promulgating its capstone documents over the past 40 years or so.

**We now turn to the actual raison d'être of this paper: “How to write one.”**

It bears repeating that our analysis was unable to uncover a golden list of factors that will guarantee success of a document, both because “success” itself has been variously defined – or undefined – over time; and because rigorous measures of effectiveness (MOEs) have seldom ever been applied.

What we were able to determine from our study, however, have been two important, useful and related sets of recommendations: The “right questions to ask;” and the “best practices to follow.”

Drafters, promulgators and implementers of past Navy capstone documents encountered a host of problems and issues as they sought to accomplish their goals. We have studied and catalogued them all. For current and future drafters of similar documents, knowing what those issues are beforehand, and that they must be addressed, will be of great value – and will save a lot of time. Thus our discussion of the “right questions to ask.”

Also, while definitive MOEs might not be available, it is clear that knowledgeable subject matter experts and analysts can make some well-informed judgments as to what actions might prove to be most productive. This paper makes those judgments.
Checklist: 7 phases of document creation*

1. Conceiving (Why?)
2. Crafting (How?)
3. Coordinating (Who?)
4. Producing (What?)
5. Presenting (When?)
6. Distributing (Where?)
7. Measuring (How well?)

*Maj Barbara J. Faulkenberry USAF

To organize the treatment of the “right questions to ask,” this paper uses a “checklist” format. Checklists are appropriate, familiar, and user-friendly to busy Navy staff officers and decision-makers.

Our study identified some 94 of these “right questions to ask”. To make them more accessible and easy to use, we have organized them into sections.

We derived our organization scheme for the “checklist” from a short Air University thesis that sought to analyze U.S. Air Force capstone documents of the 1990s.

Other taxonomies might be possible. This one, however, has the virtues of:

- Already having been applied at least once, to good effect
- Illustrating that our findings are probably applicable beyond the Navy to the other U.S. armed services, and perhaps to other U.S. Government agencies, allied navies, and other foreign organizations.
We did not adopt Major Falkenberry’s construct blindly, however.
While it appeared suitable to help organize many of the fundamental issues we
identified from examining the Navy record, it omitted one of the most important
issue sets: Implementation.
Thus we have added an eighth category to the major’s seven.
We now turn to the details of our findings themselves. Once again, the reader is
reminded that the specific data and analysis that support these findings and
recommendations are contained in our larger study, from which this paper is
derived: Peter M. Swartz with Karin Duggan, *U.S. Navy Capstone Strategies &
The initial set of questions to be asked are in fact the most important: Why do you want to write this? It is important for decision-makers and drafters to understand what foreign, domestic and technological changes and influences have driven the decision to draft such capstone document. It is also important to understand clearly who, if anyone, outside the Navy has asked for such a document.

Study of the record of past documents shows that their rationales sometimes change as the document progresses through the drafting stage—especially if that stage is a lengthy one. The Navy’s experience in drafting the Naval Operations Concept 2009— as yet unpublished— is instructive. Drafters must remain agile throughout the drafting process to accommodate any decisions as to changed rationale. It happens.

This paper discussed earlier the different types of capstone documents that are possible—and their nomenclature. Decision-makers and drafters should be clear as to exactly what kind of document they want, and then ensure the content conforms to the intent.

The record shows examples of decision-makers tasking one thing (e.g.: a “strategy”, or a “vision”) and receiving something else (e.g.: a “strategic concept” or a programmatic justification.) As pointed out earlier, it also shows examples of all of these terms used interchangeably, leading to confusion on the part of many non-Navy readers who have been taught to value precision in terminology.
Conceiving (continued)

♦ Why do you want to write this *now*?
  ♦ Why shouldn’t you wait? Are there documents from higher authority that need to be in place first?

♦ Are you trying to *lead* new national policy, *follow* current national policy, or *change* current national policy? Why? How will your new document do this?

♦ Or is this a primarily internal document, accepting national policy as a given?

Timing is important. Decision-makers must weigh the competing virtues of getting out ahead of – and trying to drive – national policy; or following direction from higher authority already in place. Each is a legitimate and worthwhile endeavor, and each has its own plusses and minuses to consider.

This relates, of course, to the all-important previous question of “why do you want to write this document?”

The Navy is a big and complex organization – in geography, resources and organization. Even highly knowledgeable decision-makers can be unaware of what has come before, and what is already “on the street”.

Staff officers have a responsibility to know of – and if they do not know, to dig out – the existence of any other current existing capstone documents. Perhaps the preferred way ahead should be the updating of an earlier document, rather than publication of an entirely new document type. During the 1980s, at least eight successive versions of *The Maritime Strategy* were published; the power and influence of using only one title was apparent to the Navy’s leaders then.

Too many current documents can lead to “document fatigue” among intended audiences, limiting their impact. In 1992 the Navy published both . . . *From the Sea* and *The Navy Policy Book*; in 1994, both *NDP 1 Naval Warfare* and *Forward . . . From the Sea*, and in 1997 both a *Navy Operational Concept* and *Anytime, Anywhere*. There was occasional confusion all through that period as to which document was supposed to do what, and which one was supposed to be “Reference A.”

Another vital issue to be addressed is “who is the audience?” Documents written for Sailors are – or should be – different in some respects from documents written for Navy planners and the joint community, or for the Congress. If the intended audience changes during the drafting process, then the document may have to be rewritten significantly.
Commitment is important. If a Navy leader wants a document to be published, and wants it to be a “success” in some way, he or she must be prepared to invest time and energy in the project, and to do so publicly. Such success as the *Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower* (2007) has enjoyed can be largely attributable to its visible identification with successive CNOs Admirals Mullen and Roughead. CNO Admiral Jay Johnson’s *Anytime, Anywhere* (1997) and SECNAV Gordon England’s *Naval Power 21* (2002) had limited impact in part due to the absence of visible and sustained senior leadership support.

Not only does the CNO need to be committed to the project, but at least one other senior flag officer needs to act as a “champion” as well, in order to sustain momentum on the project. VCNO Admiral William Small performed this function for *The Maritime Strategy* (1981-2). OPNAV Director of Naval Warfare (OP-07) Vice Admiral Paul David Miller performed this role for *The Way Ahead* (1991). Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (N3/N5) Vice Admiral John Morgan played a similar role for all the Navy’s capstone documents of 2006-7.

Choosing an appropriate drafter is obviously important, and here the Navy’s track record has been almost uniformly excellent. The Navy normally has no problem identifying suitably educated and experienced officers to draft its capstone documents. More problematic, however, has been the issue of access. Drafters must stay in tune with champions. Whether layered down within the bureaucracy or organized as special assistants, drafter access to champions has always been a benefit, to ensure drafts accord with leadership decisions.
Navy capstone documents can be—and have been—drafted using normal staff procedures: Action officers write drafts, which are embellished by successive intermediate layers of the chain-of-command, in an iterative up-and-down process, until they are signed out by the CNO.

Casting a much wider net, however, is necessary to bring in outside views, surface outside-the-beltway criticisms early, identify potential allies and advocates, and prepare the groundwork for future receptivity in the Fleet and elsewhere. Efforts such as *The Maritime Strategy* (1980s), . . . *From the Sea* (1992), and *A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Seapower* (2007) evolved elaborate mechanisms—both formal and informal—that stretched well beyond the Pentagon for input and discussion. Conferences, war games, at-sea exercises, “Comment and Discussion” letters in the Naval Institute *Proceeding*, etc. all have been used to good effect to enrich the development process of the Navy’s capstone documents. Leaders and drafters should plan to use them whenever possible.

A pitfall to avoid is casting a wide net, creating an elaborate document development process, “letting a hundred flowers bloom,” etc. . . . and then ignoring the inputs received. Some mechanisms—often informal—have to be instituted so that early would-be contributors—some of whom might be flag officers—do not become savage after-the-fact critics, miffed that their own ideas and inputs were not incorporated in the finished work.
Navy capstone documents cost something. This is not often apparent – especially initially – in an OPNAV organization where staff officer drafting labor is considered a sunk cost and a free good. An officer drafting a capstone document, however, is one less officer available for other staff tasking. Endless drafting sessions and working group meetings -- to solicit input and co-opt potential naysayers – can pull other officers away from other tasks. The Navy’s record shows that convening workshops and conferences involving outside-the-beltway commands and activities costs scarce travel dollars, as does commissioning contractors and Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs) like CNA to support them. Extensive use of the Naval War College pulls its faculty and war gamers off other projects. To all of these extra-Pentagon entities, time is necessarily money, and must be paid for somehow.

Navy senior leaders embarking on a new capstone document should actively make adequate funding available for its development. This is especially true if the drafting is to be done under the aegis of the DCNO for Operations, Plans and Strategy (N3/N5), an official normally lacking any extensive financial resources without the personal and sustained intervention of the CNO.

Developing capstone documents often yields insights as to other needed Navy publications. Experience shows that merely tasking them in the capstone document will not necessarily result in production. Other processes must be instituted.
The questions above are self-explanatory. When the Navy has wished to open up the document development process, this is the range of entities it has turned to.


Marine Corps and Coast Guard headquarters staffs were actively involved in the development of *The Maritime Strategy*. Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC) Gen Kelley signed out a companion “Amphibious Warfare Strategy” in the “white paper.” During the 1990s, it became customary for Marine Corps participation to be capped by the CMC co-signing the document (with the SECNAV and the CNO).

In 2007, the precedent for including the Commandant of the Coast Guard as a co-signatory was established. This opened up new questions of bureaucratic protocol, in that there is no equivalent to the non-cabinet-ranked SECNAV in the U.S. Coast Guard’s chain of command (the Commandant reports directly to the cabinet-ranked Secretary of Homeland Security).
4. Producing (“what?”)

- What should it say that will accomplish what you want?
- Will it be classified, unclassified, or both? Why?
- How explicitly will it be tied to current administration policies? Which ones? Why?
- How internally inclusive will it be? Why?
  - Reference to which USN communities, roles, missions, capabilities, commands?
- If the audience is supposed to use the document in its own existing processes, how will you organize the document so that those processes can be fit into it?

The first line above is what the drafting process is all about. But there are numerous other questions to be asked regarding turning out the document.

Classification is an important issue. Documents classified at levels higher than SECRET have such stringent handling rules that their distribution – and potential influence – is limited. SECRET documents, however – and especially SECRET briefings – are the lingua franca of the American defense establishment, their classification allowing both very useful detail as well as carrying a cachet of importance. Unclassified documents can reach the widest possible audience, but can be limited as to what they can meaningfully say about potential threats and operations – the “bones” of any useful strategy document.

Documents need not be at only one classification level: Sea Plan 2000 (1978) was a SECRET study, but included a widely circulated UNCLASS “Executive Summary.” CNO Admiral Hayward’s 1979 Future of U.S. Sea Power existed in both TOP SECRET and UNCLASS versions. The Maritime Strategy of the 1980s had SECRET and unclassified versions. The Navy Strategic Plan In Support of POM 08 (2006) existed in both SECRET and UNCLASS forms.

Internal inclusiveness in a document can prove vital after publication, to ensure receptivity and therefore execution. Also, if a document is intended to influence the next step in a process – like PPBE – it is helpful for it to be formatted to be easily used in that next step. The Maritime Strategy, for example, was formatted by “warfare area”, making it painlessly useful to OPNAV staff officers charged with developing Navy “warfare appraisals” already parsed by warfare area.
We have already noted the Navy’s general aversion to – indeed, often contempt for – terminological exactitude, and this issue is explored well in the early pages of *U.S. Navy Capstone Strategies and Concepts (1970-2009)*.

This aversion notwithstanding, however, drafters of Navy capstone documents need to consider the benefits terminological precision might bring, including better relations with the less terminologically-challenged U.S. Marine Corps, and receptivity for the document within the joint system.

The other bullets on this graphic relate to the issue of *inclusiveness*, touched on earlier also, with respect to Navy commands outside the Pentagon. Past documents have ranged from talking about nothing but the U.S. Navy to making special effort to discuss relationships with all sister services at length, as well as many other U.S. Government agencies and the Nation’s foreign allies. Inclusiveness will increase receptivity and buy-in later on, but can dilute central themes and messages, add drag out the creation process. The point is that this is not a minor set of issues; real tradeoffs must be evaluated and decisions made.

The Marine Corps and Coast Guard in recent years have become capstone document co-signatories, which ensures their adequate coverage. Sealift – a major component of the larger U.S. Navy fleet beyond the battle force – has waxed & waned through the years as an area for discussion. The Pentagon’s civilian and military leadership – often sensitive to perceived negative Navy views of jointness – routinely scrubs new Navy capstone documents for their treatment of joint commanders and sister services, with which the current Navy is inextricably linked. Not mentioning them at all ensures a cool joint reception.
Allies are important audiences for Navy capstone documents, intended or not, as noted earlier. Mention of their importance in the document itself can go a long way to managing allied perceptions of the United States and its Navy positively.

Threats present a more difficult and important set of issues: The Nation maintains a Navy because of them. During the 1970s and 1980s, reference to the Soviet Union as the potential adversary was routine. Even a president referred to them publicly as an “evil empire.”

“Naming names” publicly is more problematic today. Who the Nation’s future adversaries are is not as clear as it once was, and declaring a country as a potential adversary may well become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Yet a strategy without a threat is pretty thin gruel indeed. The solution might be to publish a SECRET strategy document, but the dangers there are that (a) it might leak and (b) a SECRET document is a poor tool for strategic communications.

Should threats be able to be explicitly named — as in a SECRET document — other issues arise, having to do with estimating enemy capabilities and intentions, and guarding against proclivities to “mirror image” enemies or attributing to them strategies that the U.S. Navy would prefer they pursue, as opposed to those they actually are pursuing. This was a major issue during the development of The Maritime Strategy of the 1980s, as discussed — carefully — in Christopher Ford and David Rosenberg’s book The Admiral’s Advantage: U.S. Navy Operational Intelligence in World War II and the Cold War (2005).
This is a series of somewhat difficult issues, each of which should be actively addressed, not ignored.

There are always a plethora of important U.S. Navy initiatives going on simultaneously. Some – indeed, many – may have the CNO’s personal imprimatur. Inclusion in a capstone document may further the CNO’s agenda, but if not closely linked to the original rationale of the document, may diffuse the document’s message. For example, see the discussion in CDR Bryan McGrath’s short article “1,000-Ship Navy and Maritime Strategy,” (US Naval Institute Proceedings, January 2007), on the extent to which CNO initiatives like Global Fleet Stations and Global Maritime Partnerships should be addressed in A Cooperative Strategy for the 21st Century.

Akin to some of the issues of terminological clarity and original intent discussed earlier, it is important early on to know exactly what time frame the document is to focus on – present or future – and then focus on it. Some past documents, like The Maritime Strategy of the 1980s, dealt unabashedly with the present; while others, like The Way Ahead (1991), were clearly aimed at the future. Segueing back and forth among time frames in the same document, however, can breed confusion – and then disdain – in readers.

Finally, a word of caution on lists. They can be useful, of course (this paper, for example, has lists). But too many lists of too many types can yield reader “list fatigue” and lack of focus, a criticism often leveled at The Naval Operations Concept of 2006.
Prioritization is another important issue, and one often ducked by past capstone document drafters and signatories. Despite all the elements laid out in all the typologies in the Naval Operations Concept of 2006, a reader could not take away from that document a sense of what was most important. The same is true to a lesser extent of A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower (2007), although a certain secondary on-line and print literature has grown up that has sought to uncover priorities by tracing the document’s development history. The various Navy Strategic Plans provide prioritized classified risk guidance, but these have been criticized for not being helpful enough in categories that matter. . . . From the Sea (1992) was unequivocal on the priority that it placed on power projection in the littorals, but this priority became progressively eroded in subsequent documents by the increased salience they afforded to forward presence and, later, sea control operations.

Explicitly cancelling a predecessor document has been considered impolitic, but failure to do so can lead to reader confusion as to the Navy’s real agenda. Failure to ever cancel NDP1: Naval Warfare (1994) means it is still taught as authoritative in non-US Navy war colleges around the world.

Another important consideration is the central organizing framework chosen for the document. Past documents have mostly used variants of three basic models: The “VADM Stansfield Turner missions,” “spectrum,” and “pillars” constructs noted above. Some documents – like Sea Power 21 (2002) – have used all three. The construct adopted should reflect the original intent of the document. Our analysis in Capstone Strategies & Concepts (1970-2009), of the way past documents used each construct, should be helpful.
To many potential audiences – especially in Washington – a capstone document is not useful unless it says something meaningful about the Navy’s programming and budgeting priorities, and especially its shipbuilding plan. Some of the “success” often attributed to *The Maritime Strategy* of the 1980s is said to be due to its close linkage with the Navy’s “600-ship” force goal of the period. Critics have charged that *A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower*, in seeking to avoid any such linkage, has undermined its own authority and utility.

It is important that champions and drafters of Navy capstone documents be clear on what they intend the relationship to be between the content of their document and the Navy’s programmatic and budgetary goals; the reasons for that view; and how they are going to deal with the linkage (or lack of linkage) during the development process and subsequent promulgation of the document. Too distant a linkage will yield criticisms of ethereal theorizing and wishful thinking, not connected with reality; while too close a linkage to the “program of record” will elicit catcalls of the document being merely a budget justification rag.

More importantly, any seeming disconnect between the Navy’s announced force goal and the concepts enunciated in the capstone document can bring cries of “A U.S. Navy in disarray.” This will especially be true if current Navy force goals were published in advance of the document (a situation the Navy found itself in in 2007-9).
Producing (continued)

- What title will you give your document? Why?
- What past or current official & public documents will you research and/or cite, if any? Why?
- Will your document include action items? Why?
  - Will it assign responsibilities for those action items? If not, why not?
  - What processes will be in place to monitor achievement of these items?
- How long will it be? Does it matter? Why?
- How much time will you take to develop it? Why? Is it sufficient?


Action items are another option to be actively considered and debated. The critical issue is whether a mechanism exists or is created to ensure that the actions tasked are actually taken. Lack of follow-through on action items calls into question the validity of the entire document. The various Naval Strategic Planning Guidance and Navy Strategic Plan documents (1999-2007) are littered with actions tasked and never completed (or even started). One possible approach is taken in . . . *From the Sea*: Only task actions which have already been tasked beforehand, and are well on the way to completion.

Finally, there is the matter of time. If Navy leaders have not allotted enough time to develop and staff the document properly, it may well show the hallmark of hastily-completed staff work. “If you want it bad, you will get it bad.”
Anticipating criticism and co-opting or preparing to refute it has been a characteristic of some past capstone documents. The Maritime Strategy (1980s) and A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower (2007) in particular were developed through an intense series of briefings and “murder boards” designed to tease out all sides of all issues and elicit efforts to deal with each. The confidence with which Navy briefers could present the resultant documents to a variety of audiences is a tribute to this aspect of their development.

Clarity of presentation is another recommended feature. The Maritime Strategy owes much to the superb editing done by US Naval Institute Proceedings editor-in-chief Fred Rainbow and his staff on Admiral Watkins’s N00K-drafted manuscript. A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower was blessed with the writing skills of former CNO speechwriter CDR Bryan McGrath.

Other documents have not been so fortunate. Naval Operations Concept 2006 reads like the committee product that it is. And Sea Power 21 was scathingly critiqued in Proceedings by a respected retired U.S. Navy vice admiral for its jargon-laden content.

Admitting uncertainty in public in the face of the well-known “fog of war” is not necessarily a vice. The “Uncertainties” section of The Maritime Strategy was, in the view of many of its authors and proponents, one of that document’s greatest strengths. Replicating that success should be considered.

The final bullet – all-important – is well-detailed and self-explanatory.
USN capstone document checklist (XVI)

5. Presenting (“when”?"

♦ Is the Navy ready to defend it before its intended audience? How?
♦ Exactly when will it be published? Why?
   ♦ Have all relevant factors been considered regarding timing of publication?
♦ Who will sign it? Why?
♦ What will it look like physically? Why?
♦ What will the cover design look like? Why?

What will the document look like? Plain? Slick? Big? Small? Tucked in issues of the U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings and the Marine Corps Gazette? Distributed as a stand-alone pub? Made available on the web? Kept as the responsibility of the office that drafted it or presented to the Chief of Navy Information (CHINFO) with instructions to put part or all of his organization behind it?

If it is designed for public release, is the Navy ready to brief it publicly? Are there enough appropriate and skilled Navy briefers available, and have they been well-read into the issues?

None of these are minor issues. They can – in fact – become show stoppers.

Without effective dissemination and follow-through, some of the Navy’s capstone documents published over the past four decades had little effect.

A picture is not necessarily worth 1000 words. The words are needed. But pictures can be useful to complement and supplement the ideas embedded in the words. Instead of mindlessly ensuring that there are a balanced number of cool pictures of submarines, aircraft, surface ships, Marines and Coastguardsmen in the publication, each picture should be carefully chosen to convey a message. The pictures in the Naval Institute Proceedings “white paper” on The Maritime Strategy (1986), for example, deliberately conveyed the message of “joint and allied.” The maps in the classified internal U.S. Navy versions of The Maritime Strategy deliberately conveyed the message of “Soviet Union as target.”
5. Presenting (“when”?)

♦ Who will do the presenting? To which audiences? Why?
♦ What will you do, if anything, to ensure internal Navy buy-in by officers? By enlisted? By DON civilians? Why?

Once it’s over, it’s not over. Capstone document dissemination is difficult, and it must be given the same scrutiny as drafting. Briefers should be carefully chosen and groomed. Also, the briefers must include the senior Navy leadership if the document is to have any effect. When a Navy leader stands up in front of a slice of the Fleet and rattles off the concepts inherent in the latest capstone document, the Fleet pays attention. When he does not, the Fleet pays even more attention. The obvious discordant themes in the speeches of Secretary of the Navy Donald Winter and Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Gary Roughead at Newport in October 2007 conveyed clearly that, while the CNO was foursquare behind A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower, the waning Bush administration might not be.

On the other hand, The Navy Policy Book (1992), while clearly CNO Admiral Frank Kelso’s brainchild, seldom received attention in the speeches or articles of other flag officers. With the CNO alone as its champion, and . . . From the Sea issued almost simultaneously, The Navy Policy Book gained little traction.

Support from the fleet is important. Many of the earlier questions in this paper addressed the need to involve the Fleet during the document’s development. If that has been done well, then Fleet buy-in will be easier. Such buy-in is best achieved through operations, not words: Exercises, war-games, real-world operations and training sessions that make real the words of the document.
In a Navy where key strategy and policy staff officers at the Washington level normally turn over every one or two years, momentum gained by document champions and drafters must be sustained through their reliefs to ensure any capstone document’s lasting effect. Before they became CNO, Admirals James Watkins, Carl Trost, and Frank Kelso were all involved in the drafting of successive versions of *The Maritime Strategy*. Their approval had been sought and obtained. Thus, as each succeeded Admiral Thomas Hayward, continuity of support and approach was ensured at the highest levels of the Navy, and the message of continuity trickled down to their subordinates. By contrast, when Admiral Frank Kelso retired as CNO in 1994, no one took his place as a champion of his Total Quality Leadership (TQL) program and its artifact, *The Navy Policy Book* (1992). The demise of both occurred rapidly thereafter.

Champions and drafters should consider actively grooming cadres of successors if they want their efforts to last.

One possible way in which this can be done is through Pass-Down-The-Line logs of some type – or formal histories – that lay out what had gone before and that challenge the new team to continue the momentum. This was yet another aspect of the experience of the drafters of *The Maritime Strategy* of the 1980s.

One last point: If impassioned debate had been a hallmark of the document development process, it may not be easy cut it off following formal publication. Leaders should consider how to continue – and channel – this energy.
USN capstone document checklist (XIX)

6. Distributing (“where”?)

♦ Is there a media campaign plan for distribution of the document’s message? If not, why not?
♦ Who is responsible to carry it out? To monitor & change it as necessary? Why?
♦ What audiences should receive the most attention? Why?
♦ How wide & in what depth will you target each audience? Why?
♦ If there are multiple intended audiences, do you have multiple methods of reaching them?
♦ What media will you use to publish it? Why?
  ♦ What new emerging media should be examined?

Curiously, engagement of the Chief of Navy Information (CHINFO) and his organization in the distribution process has not often occurred in the history of the Navy’s experience with capstone documents over the past four decades. This has normally been the result of line officer ignorance and neglect, not malice, and there have been some great exceptions: CHINFO production of a video on The Maritime Strategy in 1987, and the current CHINFO media blitz regarding A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower. CHINFO officers will not be able to play (or even know what is going on), however, if champions and drafters do not engage them early on in the development process.

On the other hand, the dissemination process cannot be left completely in the hands of CHINFO. It is the Navy community of strategy specialists, headed by the DCNO for Operations, Plans and Strategy (OPNAV N3/N5), which is charged by the Navy with maintaining links with the larger defense strategy and policy community, including think tanks, academia, private authors, and key members of the retired Navy policy community. Other OPNAV subspecialty sponsors track similar networks. All need to be engaged to ‘get the word out.’

Both subspecialty sponsors and CHINFO need to remain sensitive to the emergence of new media. Then-Strategy Branch Head (now OPNAV N513) Captain Thomas Daly and Public Affairs Officer (PAO) Captain Kendall Pease succeeded in launching the afore-mentioned video -- the necessity for which had eluded their predecessors. OPNAV N3/N5 Cooperative Strategy drafter Commander Bryan McGrath and PAO Commander Cappy Surette pushed the newly-emerging blogs as a communications medium in 2008.
It still isn’t over.

Decisions pile on decisions in the distribution phase of capstone document promulgation.

Developing an appropriate game plan that takes account of all of the above potential audiences should be a shared responsibility between the office creating the document – normally but not always in OPNAV N3/N5 – and the organization of the Chief of Navy Information (CHINFO).

The Navy’s Office of Legislative affairs (OLA) must also be consulted regarding presenting the document to members of Congress and their staffs.

The earlier and deeper this engagement takes place between the responsible Navy drafting organization and CHINFO, OLA, and other offices, the more effective the final distribution of the document will be.
### USN capstone document checklist (XXI)

#### 7. Measuring (“how well?”)
- ♦ Is it accomplishing what you wanted? Did it achieve its desired effects?
- ♦ How do you know?
- ♦ What methods will you use to measure the effects of your document? Why?
- ♦ Once published & disseminated, what, if any, have been its unintended consequences?
- ♦ How will you document & disseminate lessons learned, for future efforts

Unlike most of the preceding, this section is not based on a deep mining of a prodigious data set collected for this study. Such data regarding “measuring” simply doesn’t exist. Typically, once a document was published, nobody in the Navy systematically kept track of how well it was doing, or what that even meant. A few anecdotal kudos suitable for officer fitness reports, and some articles and letters in the Naval Institute *Proceedings* – often by critics – are normally the only such data available.

There are a few exceptions:

- **CNO Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt, Jr.** set up an institution within OPNAV under Captain Emmett Tidd as Decision coordinator in 1970, in part to track the success of his initiatives in *Project SIXTY* during his term of office.


- **There is a current (2009), ongoing CNO Admiral Roughead-initiated program of OPNAV VTC dialogues with the Navy Component Commanders in the field, on implementation of initiatives relating to A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower.**
USN capstone document checklist (XXII)

8. Implementing (So what?)*
   ♦ When will you start planning for implementation? Why?
   ♦ What will you do to ensure the document is affecting:
     ♦ Navy operations
     ♦ Navy billet selection & personnel promotion practices
     ♦ Navy programs, budgets & acquisition
     ♦ Navy exercises
     ♦ Navy education, training and war gaming
     ♦ Navy doctrine, tactics, techniques & procedures
     ♦ Navy inputs to national, inter-agency, defense and joint policies, concepts & strategy
     ♦ Allied, coalition, partner and other friendly forces?

*Not part of the original USAF list re: Document creation

This is the section that Major Falkenberry overlooked in her otherwise very useful analysis of U.S. Air Force capstone documents of the 1990s.

It should not, however, be overlooked by champions and drafters of U.S. Navy capstone documents (or U.S. Air Force documents, for that matter).

Implementation is everything. Otherwise, why bother to draft a document?
And pursuing implementation should not start only when the document has been completed, as has so often been the case. Champions should be planning and starting to put implementation initiatives in place well before the ink is dry on the documents. Otherwise, valuable time and momentum can be lost, and the document become yet another “shelf puppy.”

For example, it is not enough for a capstone document to tout a particular type of operation for that operation to achieve salience on the waterfront and at sea. The Fleet must feel the requirement from one or more joint Combatant Commanders and Navy Component commanders. Curricula have to be developed to train people in the operation; exercises developed to test entire units in the operation; and money allocated for any new equipment needed to carry out the operation.

All of these initiatives take long periods of time, and typically encounter numerous roadblocks and delays, from current operational priorities as well as from competing new Navy initiatives. Yet delay in implementing them can cause the Fleet to believe that the new document’s injunctions are hollow, since they are not backed up by any visible actions. Ideally, implementation at sea begins the day the document is published.
Implementing (continued)

- Who will direct implementation? Why? How?
- Who will keep track of implementation? Why? How?
- If your document identified alternatives, uncertainties, unknowns, risks, etc., how will the Navy try to resolve them after publication?
- When will you start writing the next document? Why?

Implementation cannot be ensured simply by publishing a document.

Publication of CNO Admiral Zumwalt’s Project SIXTY (1970) hardly resulted in achieving all the programs he outlined therein. Naval War College President Vice Admiral Stansfield Turner’s careful descriptions of “sea control” and “power projection” in Missions of the U.S. Navy (1974) were not followed by his successors, although his terms themselves achieved wide currency. On the other hand, despite his best efforts and his personal drafting of NWP 1 Strategic Concepts of the U.S. Navy (1975-8), CNO Admiral James Holloway was unable to supplant Turner’s by-then well established “four missions of the Navy construct” with his own modification. Proclamation of the virtues of new Naval Expeditionary Forces in . . . Forward from the Sea (1992) and NDP 1 Naval Warfare (1994) did not result in their becoming part of fleet organization.

Active monitoring and goading of implementation from the top is required if it is to succeed. If not, the record shows high potential for the document becoming irrelevant.

Also, imaginative as it may be for capstone documents to offer alternatives, identify deficiencies, and highlight uncertainties, these assessments are of little consequence if they are not followed up by examinations of their implications in analyses, war games, exercises and the development of new concepts.

The last bullet is a question that recurs frequently. It restarts the cycle.
USN can/will never satisfy all critics

♦ The same documents have been criticized for being:
  ♦ Too long; too short
  ♦ Too general & vague; too specific & detailed
  ♦ Too highly classified; not classified highly enough
  ♦ Not constrained enough by existing program realities; too constrained by existing program realities
  ♦ Too narrowly naval; too joint & inclusive
  ♦ Too tied to past & present experience; not anchored enough in past & present experience
  ♦ Not novel and “out of the box” enough; too unrealistic
  ♦ Too plainly presented; too slick and glossy

No capstone document will ever be perfect, nor all things to all men. Honest men (and women) disagree on numerous naval policy and strategy issues, and critiquing U.S. Navy capstone documents has often been a popular past-time, both inside and outside the Navy.

The Maritime Strategy of the 1980s, for example, was criticized by some Navy programmers for being too general to be useful, and by some senior Navy policy assistants as being too specific and detailed for a CNO-level document. The original SECRET versions were thought by some to be too restricted in their distribution, while others thought they “gave away the store.” External critics like Ambassador Robert Komer lambasted it for not being joint or allied enough, and senior uniformed officers in OPNAV decried its coverage of US Army and US Air Force coordinated operations and mutual support. Imaginative futurists criticized its focus on the here and now, while operators at sea regarded its reliance on systems just entering the fleet as pipe dreams. SECNAV speechwriter Commander Bruce Valley condemned it for being “the same old stuff” and not “out of the box” enough, while civilian analysts thought it a brand-new Navy product dreamed up by the SECNAV.

You cannot please all of the people all of the time. Champions and drafters must stick to their guns, drafting the best document that they can that does what the Navy leadership is looking for.
In the last sub-section of this paper, we seek to tease out of our data and analyses some recommendations as to general best practices. Again, following these to the letter will not necessarily lead to guaranteed success in drafting the next capstone document.

That said, however, they do represent the distilled wisdom of numerous former document-drafters, document-champions, decision-makers, and naval analysts. Following them selectively and judiciously should yield a more successful product than ignoring them.

They are presented, in fact, as “doctrine” – in the finest U.S. Navy sense: Not as directive, but as authoritative and to be used with confidence, although not without application of experience and command judgment.

As can be discerned, they fall naturally out of the preceding discussions of “the right questions to ask,” giving what we believe are usually “the right answers.” Blind adherence to them, however, should not take the place of active considerations of the questions. Such active consideration will do more to ensure success of a current or future capstone document than will unthinking obedience to our recommended “best practices.”

Pride of place in this list is given to understanding the CNO’s goals. Chiefs of Naval Operations emerge from our larger study as mattering the most in the story: More important than ardent senior officer champions or brilliant and creative action officers. Access to their views is vital.
These are important points.

A smart, respected officer can dash off a paper and get it signed by the CNO quickly. But this will reduce staff and Fleet buy-in, ignore potentially vital inputs from others, and prevent polishing & refining.

Travel, workshops, conferences and media cost money. Scrimping, however, can result in a document that nobody has heard of; knows how/why to use; or wants to use.

Capstone documents can be written on the cheap, but that is hardly recommended. For many of them, the process of dialogue and debate among staffs and the Fleet is as valuable – or more so – than the end-product itself.

The necessary foundational dialogues and debates cost money. And time.
Best practices/recommendations (III)

♦ Use agreed national intelligence

♦ Avoid mirror-imaging, attributing a USN-preferred strategy to adversaries, &/or extrapolating uncritically from past threats

♦ If classified & unclassified intel estimates diverge greatly in substance and/or tone, consider publication of classified & unclassified document versions

♦ Consider effect of the document on adversary perceptions, intentions & capabilities

♦ Consider role of document in strategic communications & adversary perception management

Strategy is not a game of solitaire. Drafters of capstone documents need to understand the strategies and concepts of potential adversaries.

Not only that, they should consider using the publication of their documents as part of a deliberate strategic communications campaign, to deter adversaries and reassure allies through managing their perceptions.

The Maritime Strategy of the 1980s was particularly a product of intelligence and a tool to manage the perceptions of the adversary, in this case the Soviet Union. It is probably the best case study available regarding the relationships between intelligence, strategy and perception management.

Much detail of the intelligence input and perception management effort remains classified, but some overviews are provided in Rear Admiral Thomas Brooks (Ret) and Captain Bill Manthorpe (Ret), “Setting the Record Straight: A Critical Review of Fall From Glory,” Naval Intelligence Professionals Quarterly (April 1996); Benjamin B. Fischer, “The Soviet-American War Scare of the 1980s,” International Journal of Intelligence and Counterintelligence (2006); and Cole and Rosenberg, The Admirals’ Advantage.

On perception management in general, see Pascale Combelles Siegel, “Perception Management: IO’s Stepchild?,” Low Intensity Conflict & Law Enforcement, (Autumn 2005).
Best practices/recommendations (IV)

♦ If this is a statement of Navy strategy, it should think through & lay out how to deal with the maritime components of all estimated strategies of all important estimated threats

♦ If it is not a statement of strategy, it should provide the latest concepts, vision, doctrine etc. on which the USN will build & implement the range of its potential strategies

♦ Keep the document focused. If the focus must change due to changed CNO or other high-level guidance, ruthlessly cull material no longer relevant to the new purpose, perhaps putting it in a separate document.

These are three other “lessons learned,” derived from our analysis of the record of previous Navy capstone documents and the comments of numerous participants in our workshops and interviews.
Before the U.S. Navy presents any capstone document to the outside world, it must be prepared to address – and counter – some pre-ordained reactions. Many outside the Navy believe they know exactly how the Navy views itself within the U.S. defense establishment – a go-it-alone service with little interest in its sister services and their problems, especially the U.S. Army, and little acknowledgement for the support rendered to it by those same sister services, especially the U.S. Air Force.

Remarkably too, the Navy has acquired a reputation in some circles of being primarily a national, vice coalition, player, with little experience or interest in coalition warfare. That in fact was the bizarre premise of one of the most widely quoted critiques of *The Maritime Strategy* of the 1980s, Ambassador Robert Komer’s *Maritime Strategy or Coalition Defense?* (1984).

Thus, it is often particularly incumbent on the Navy to disarm such critics from the start, by ensuring its capstone documents emphasize what after all are some major aspects of the maritime strategy and policy of the Nation: the provision by the Navy of the Army’s fast sealift; the provision by the Air Force of much of the Navy’s air transport, space systems, and airborne tanking support; and the close and long-standing ties between the Navy and its “high-end” allies.

Absent such emphasis, useful support for Navy capstone documents and their core ideas may be lacking in joint, sister service, or allied venues.
Best practices/recommendations (VI)

♦ If primary audiences are defense policy makers & naval officers, consider SECRET briefing as primary document medium (Pentagon “lingua franca”)

♦ Seek to build linkages & get inputs across a wide spectrum of other entities while document is being drafted. Focus on those who will potentially use the document the most, and those whose opposition to it would hurt it the most

♦ Especially manage collegial development effort across OPNAV & fleet staffs: Leadership and action officers

Casting a wide net early has several advantages, including being able to smoke out potential opponents and disarm or co-opt them; uncover and utilize important contributors and allies; and sharpen Navy arguments in preparation for debating the final document with others.

Writing a document in secret and then putting it out to the world with little prior liaison will make the Navy’s “selling job” at the endgame more difficult. Drafting a capstone document is as much about establishing relationships as it is about putting words down on paper. Decision-makers, champions and drafters alike must recognize this if they are to bring forth a useful and successful document.

Whatever the relationship, the document should address Fleet concerns in the Fleet’s language if it is to have influence internally.

Perhaps the leading exponent of this viewpoint has been Captain Roger Barnett (Retired), especially in his “Strategic Culture and its Relationship to Naval Strategy,” Naval War College Review (Winter 2007). His forthcoming November 2009 book, Navy Strategic Culture: Why the Navy Thinks Differently, expands on his views further. Captain Barnett was one of the principal authors of The Maritime Strategy of the 1980s.
### Best practices/ recommendations (VIII)

  - Expose to relentless internal criticism while developing
  - Learn what external criticisms to expect, how to counter
- Publish in plain but polished, professionally-edited English
  - For internally-oriented documents, use DOD & Navy acronyms & jargon, to enhance credibility
  - For externally-oriented documents, avoid DOD & Navy acronyms & jargon, to enhance comprehension
  - For multi-target documents, strive to achieve a considered, judicious balance, to ensure both internal credibility as well as external comprehension

These recommendations are about process, and are largely self-explanatory.
Best practices/ recommendations (IX)

♦ Plan a multimedia approach to distribution
   ♦ CNO media events, briefings, US Naval Institute Proceedings article, brochure, book, journal articles, flag officer testimony & speeches, video, web, blogs, NDP/NWP, CLAS, UNCLAS

♦ Dissemination: Repeat. Repeat. Repeat

♦ Don’t overload the document with slick but random photos & graphics. They can obscure your message. Every graphic should have a clear purpose.

Again, these are recommendations regarding process, and require little elaboration beyond what has already been noted earlier in this paper.
U.S. Navy leaders often assert that the Congress is a primary target audience for Navy capstone documents. But the Congress’s interest in and use of the Navy’s capstone documents is highly nuanced. The Congress is generally interested in its responsibilities as the authorizer of programs and the appropriator of money. A capstone document that does not explicitly tie its strategy, concepts, vision, policy or doctrine to the Navy’s requirements for people and hardware is fairly uninteresting to most members of Congress and their staffs. In fact, a presentation purely on strategy or policy to Senate or House committee authorizers or appropriators can in fact prove counter-productive, as happened when CNO Admiral Gary Roughead presented *A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower* to a feisty group of House members in December 2007.

Secretary of the Navy John Lehman, in contrast, perfected during the 1980s a three-part presentation on the Hill that essentially said: “We need – and have – a Maritime Strategy. To accomplish it, we need 600 ships. To get the 600 ships, I pledge to seriously cut acquisition costs through a number of tough internal measures.” It was a simple, effective message, but the Secretary’s famous speeches on strategy were always accompanied on the Hill by two “bodyguards:” 600 Ships and Affordability.

A few exceptional individual Senators and Congressmen, of course, have always had a keen interest and expertise in issues of strategy and policy. For them, individually, a presentation of ideas alone is fine. For most of the others, however, Secretary Lehman’s “bodyguards” should also always attend.
Best practices/ recommendations (XI)

♦ Consider just updating an earlier document. There is virtue – and strength – in continuity. Plus it enables development downstream of implementing DOTMLPF

♦ Plan early how to implement the document’s ideas through new DOTMLPF, while it is being written. This involves more than just planning how to get the word out.

♦ Once the document is out, actually implement it through DOTMLPF. This will take time & effort.

These bullets restate in recommendation form a few of our findings presented earlier in the form of questions.
As with jointness issues, the Navy is often vulnerable – usually unjustifiably – to accusations of traditionalism, backward-looking visions, and paying undue homage to history.

In truth, these accusations are a bum rap. Navy officers are generally less informed on their traditions and history than their fellow officers in the other U.S. armed service, and especially the Marine Corps and the Army. And the Navy provides less funding to the Navy History and Heritage Command than the other services do to their comparable institutions.

Regarding change and innovation, the Navy has often been in the vanguard of the services – and the country – in key areas such as space systems, electronic warfare and nuclear power. But the old canard still gets hurled at it.

Few graduate school texts on U.S. government bureaucratic politics (studied by budding Defense Department civilian officials) are complete without reference to former Secretary of War Henry Stimson’s characterization of “the peculiar psychology of the Navy Department, which frequently seemed to retire from the realm of logic into a dim religious world in which Neptune was God, Mahan his prophet, and the United States Navy the only true Church.”

Consequently, Navy capstone documents should generally avoid longing looks back at Admiral Mahan and past glories (however unknown some of these glories may actually be to Navy document drafters). While potentially helpful as illustrations, they can also remind audiences of the unjust canard.
Best practices/ recommendations (XIII)

♦ Follow through on pursuing any alternatives, options, uncertainties, unknowns, etc. identified in your document, after it is published. They were identified to be resolved, not forgotten.

This concludes our distillation of “best practices.”

What remains is a series of options for drafters to consider that, while not rising to the level of “best practices,” are nevertheless also worthy of consideration.
Other useful recommendations to consider

♦ Track the debate
  ♦ To know some of its effects; to help inform & shape further promulgation & dissemination
  ♦ E.g.: annotated bibliography

♦ Have a historian(s) chronicle – and publish & distribute – what was done & why
  ♦ Incl/ lessons learned for the future
  ♦ Some options:
    ♦ Embedded Naval Heritage & History Command historian
    ♦ Naval War College historian
    ♦ Naval History Reserve Unit, Naval Historical Foundation, US Naval Institute oral history interviews


Admiral James Holloway’s autobiography discusses his drafting of *NWP 1 Strategic Concepts of the U.S. Navy*. See his *Aircraft Carriers at War: A Personal Retrospective of Korea, Vietnam, and the Soviet Confrontation* (2007). Admiral Zumwalt’s Project SIXTY was the subject of historical analyses by Jeffrey Sands (*On His Watch*, CNA, 1993); and David Rosenberg (*Project SIXTY: Twelve Years Later*, 1982).
Macro recommendations (I)

♦ Foster knowledge of strategy development & of strategic-level issues among USN uniformed & civilian leaders

♦ Consider adding appropriate books on capstone Navy document efforts to Navy Professional Reading Program (NPRP)

    ♦ For “Senior Leaders” &/or “Department/Command Leaders”

    ♦ Examples:


While the literature on the drafting of U.S. Navy capstone documents is not large, some of it is quite good, especially Edward S. Miller’s recounting of how U.S. Navy officers in the interwar period developed the prescient strategy, plans and policy to fight the imperial Japanese Navy. Navy leaders should consider urging more widespread familiarity among staff officers with this and other strategy-related books.

In a positive sign, former CNO Admiral Holloway’s *Aircraft Carriers at War* was added to the Navy’s Professional Reading Program in 2008 (although it is doubtful that the passages on his drafting of *NWP 1* drove this move). See Professor John E. Jackson, “Reflections on Reading,” *Naval War College Review* (Winter 2009).
Macro recommendations (II)

- Foster specialized education & training of a cadre of U.S. Navy officers capable of orchestrating the next generation of Navy strategies, concepts, & capstone documents
  - Optimize Naval Postgraduate School use
  - Optimize civilian graduate school use
  - In-house OPNAV education programs
- OPNAV N3/N5 aggressively manage Pol-Mil/ Strategic Planning subspecialty community to ensure high quality pool of suitably educated & experienced officers is available on OPNAV, NWDC & other key staffs for assignment to draft next generation of Navy capstone documents
  - *Sine qua non*: Close attention by N3/N5 VADM himself

As noted earlier and as detailed in *U.S. Navy Capstone Strategies and Concepts (1970-2009)*, the Navy has been blessed to date with an impressive cadre of well-educated, experienced subject matter experts in strategy and policy, many of whom have been used to good effect in drafting the Navy’s capstone documents.

This blessing has not been accidental. Rather it has emerged from a potpourri of Navy higher education policies and programs, sporadic concerned flag officer initiatives, and officer self-detailing to the Navy’s plans and policy staffs.

Navy leaders concerned about the quality of future Navy capstone documents should try to put into place personnel and education policies in place today that will ensure the continued existence of its cadre of strategy and policy experts.

Particular OPNAV flag officer scrutiny should be placed on the National Security Affairs curricula at the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey. Past Navy policy decisions have resulted in a significant percentage of the Navy’s students of strategy studying there.

The core of leadership activities in this regard should be aggressive management of the Political-Military/Strategic Planning officer subspecialty, to include ensuring that a cadre of officers are provided with appropriate advanced education and experience tours; and that they are subsequently assigned to appropriate billets in OPNAV and on other key staffs, The *sine qua non* of this activity must be strong interest and action by senior N3/N5 flag officers.
Macro recommendations (III)

♦ Foster interactions among strategy & policy specialists in OPNAV, ONI, NAVWARCOL, NPS, USNA, NWDC, CNA, other war colleges, allied navies, etc.

♦ Foster debate & discussion of Navy strategies, concepts, visions, etc.
  ♦ Formal conferences & workshops
  ♦ Teleconferences
  ♦ Informal officer after-hours discussion groups
  ♦ Blogs
  ♦ Articles & retorts in US Naval Institute Proceedings, Naval War College Review, Submarine Review, Marine Corps Gazette, JFQ, Armed Forces Journal, etc.

The Navy – and the wider world – is also blessed with a number of institutions which house and incubate naval strategy specialists. Continuous vigorous discussion among these specialists provides a constant and healthy backdrop and underpinning for the Navy’s periodic ventures into the drafting of capstone strategy and concept documents.

Even when no new capstone document is in the offing, or when direct outside assistance in document drafting is not required, the Navy should continue to foster these institutions, their personnel, and – especially – substantive professional interactions among them.
Macro recommendations (IV)

- Foster validation, testing of strategies, concepts, visions etc. through:
  - Gaming
  - Quantitative & qualitative analysis
  - Historical analyses & analogies
  - At-sea exercises
  - Examination of real-world operations
  - Interaction with outside-the-Navy expertise

- Consider reviving exchange program to place USN strategists on USAF & Army Pentagon staffs & vice versa

Thought, talk, and writing are not the only ingredients to a culture that periodically brings forth new Navy capstone documents. The U.S. Navy is an organization of operators. Activities such as real-world operations, fleet exercises, war games, and operational experimentation lend themselves to the development of new strategies, concepts and policies just as much as more sedentary activities. Appropriate OPNAV staff officers should participate whenever possible.

Another possible endeavor would be to consider placing U.S. Navy strategists on U.S. Air Force and U.S. Army staffs in the Pentagon, and vice-versa. A similar program was instituted in the mid-1980s, to the benefit of OPNAV N3/N5 and its products at the time. Consideration should be given to its revival. Such a program can (and once did) ensure that the Navy borrows useful ideas from its sister services, for its own use, while “greasing the skids” for acceptance of Navy thinking elsewhere in the Pentagon.
We conclude by adapting the conclusions of another study of strategy, one that we discussed at the very beginning of this paper.

Dr. Knox’s conclusions from his study of world history track very well with our own conclusions from our study of recent U.S. Navy staff history.

They are paraphrased here for the use and inspiration of current and future U.S. Navy strategists, conceptualizers, developers, visionaries, and policy makers.
To review and conclude:

This paper elaborates on a portion of a much larger study of US Navy document development over the past 40 years, *U.S. Navy Capstone Strategies and Concepts (1970-2009)* (CNA MISC D0019819.A1/Final, February 2009). Indeed, it expands on the end of that study – the “Lessons learned” – and slights the beginning and middle sections. These latter sections discuss not only the various types of documents, but also rationale, content, and critiques of each.

That larger study also includes details of the context within which each document was tasked, developed and promulgated. That context included:

- The global system and world events
- The nation: U.S. political, economic, opinion trends
- U.S. national security; planned & actual adversaries
- U.S. Defense & Navy budgets & manpower trends
- Allied, joint & U.S. Navy command structures
- U.S. national security documents
- U.S. Navy force level & capability trends
- U.S. Navy deployment strategy, ops, exercises, forces
- U.S. Navy relations with USMC, USCG, USAF, USA, foreign navies

Readers in need of data and analysis on these more general topics should find the larger study useful for these purposes as well.
CNA studies on U.S. Navy strategies and their context


